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Periodic highly dense multi-wall carbon nanotube (MWCNT) arrays can act as photonic materials

exhibiting band gaps in the visible regime and beyond terahertz range. MWCNT arrays in square

arrangement for nanoscale lattice constants can be configured as a microcavity with predictable

resonance frequencies. Here, computational analyses of compact square microcavities

(�0.8� 0.8 lm2) in MWCNT arrays were demonstrated to obtain enhanced quality factors

(�170–180) and narrow-band resonance peaks. Cavity resonances were rationally designed and

optimized (nanotube geometry and cavity size) with finite element method. Series (1� 2 and

1� 3) and parallel (2� 1 and 3� 1) combinations of microcavities were modeled and resonance

modes were analyzed. Higher order MWCNT microcavities showed enhanced resonance modes,

which were red shifted with increasing Q-factors. Parallel microcavity geometries were also

optimized to obtain narrow-band tunable filtering in low-loss communication windows

(810, 1336, and 1558 nm). Compact series and parallel MWCNT microcavity arrays may have

applications in optical filters and miniaturized optical communication devices. VC 2016
AIP Publishing LLC. [http://dx.doi.org/10.1063/1.4944318]

I. INTRODUCTION

Multi-wall carbon nanotubes (MWCNTs) are multiple

layers of graphene rolled into a tubular form.1 They have a

unique set of mechanical, electronic, and optical proper-

ties2–4 exhibiting strong anisotropic nonlinearity.5–7

MWCNTs absorb the total optical spectrum in ultra-fast

lasers, bolometric detectors, and photonic crystals.8,9 They

are generally metal and able to carry high surface current

density for application such as field emission/rectifier

displays, solar cells, optical antennas, and inter-connec-

tions.8,10,11 Optical properties of the nanotubes were also

used in polymeric optical fibers, passive mode-locked lasers,

ultrafast optical switching, polarization rotators, and four-

wave-mixing.12–14 MWCNTs have been nanofabricated

using plasma-enhanced chemical vapor deposition (PECVD)

(tube diameter¼ 1–2 nm) to produce arrays on predeter-

mined locations, orientation, and lengths.8,15,16

Periodic MWCNT arrays with a lattice constant on the

order of 100 nm exhibit photonic band-gap effects in the

optical and terahertz regimes, analogous to 2D photonic

crystal arrays.17 The periodic MWCNTs show diffraction

and resonance when the periodicity matches the incident

light wavelength. The geometry (radius or spacing) variation

determines the resonance wavelength depending on the fill-

ing factor.18 Moreover, the periodic MWCNTs composed of

warped graphite sheets allow fast electron transport.

Therefore, different resonance frequencies can be achieved

with periodic MWCNT arrays.19 Periodic MWCNT arrays

were reported to have waveguide effect that filters wave-

lengths at 850 and 1550 nm.17 The waveguide effect was due

to the photonic bandgap in the nanotube arrays containing

line defects. The line defects in MWCNTs showed stop-band

and pass-band with the incident light analogous to a photonic

crystal waveguide. Similar effects were created in MWCNTs

in square arrays, which acted as a light absorber to trap light

and have microresonance operation.

We have previously demonstrated computational model-

ing and fabrication of periodic MWCNT arrays as optical

devices. Periodic array of MWCNTs was arranged to show

negative index as diffractive photonic crystal lenses in pla-

nar, convex, and concave configurations.10 These periodic

MWCNTs could be used to create a CNT waveguide.17

MWCNTs also showed cutoff resonance to electromagnetic

waves and filtered light at near-infrared region (1500 nm).20

Additionally, we modeled MWCNTs to demonstrate an

application in optical filtering.19 Recently, we demonstrated

that periodic MWCNTs could be utilized as negative index

materials in biconvex configuration.18

Here, we demonstrate finite element-based computa-

tional analyses of periodic MWCNT arrangements having

50 nm radius and 400 nm lattice spacing in square arrays that

act as a microcavity. The effect of cavity geometry on thea)Email: h.butt@bham.ac.uk. Tel.: þ441214158623.
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transmitted spectra was modeled to predict the optical char-

acteristics. The concept of series and parallel MWCNT

microcavity was introduced for the first time to obtain

narrow-band peaks at longer resonance wavelengths. Here,

basic MWCNT arrays were considered into larger array

assemblies for enhanced optical control, and that series and

parallel geometries with respect to the incident light. The

MWCNT microcavities allowed filtering out wavelengths at

low-loss communication windows (810, 1336, and 1558 nm).

MWCNT microcavities displayed improved Q-factor

resonances and resonance tuning based on their geometry.

II. MODELING OF MWCNT MICROCAVITIES

The dielectric property of the CNTs was modeled with

Drude–Lorentz model as a function of operating wavelength

for the p-polarized light (TE field), which was incident to the

longitudinal direction (z-axis) of CNTs.19 The optical prop-

erties of anisotropically dense MWCNT arrays are compara-

ble to bulk graphene21,22 and they act as dielectric

metamaterials.20 MWCNTs are highly anisotropic due to

dielectric response functions, and e?ðxÞ and ekðxÞ, respec-

tively, depending on the parallel and perpendicular electric

field on c-axis (symmetric axis of CNTs).8 The dielectric

function of MWCNT for Drude–Lorentz model (p-polarized

light) is

e? xð Þ ¼ 1�
x2

p

x2 þ i
x
s|fflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflffl{zfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflffl}

Intra band effects

þ
XM

m¼1

x2
p

x2
m � x2 þ ixcm|fflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflffl{zfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflffl}

Intra band effects

; (1)

where xp is the free electron plasma frequency and s is the

relaxation time.19 The first term (Drude) indicates intraband

effects due to the free elections within CNTs. The last term

of the dielectric function is due to interband effects due to

bounded electrons described with modified Lorentz model.

This model assigns oscillators to the critical points in the

join density of states. The absorption between the critical

points results in interband transition of the modeled oscilla-

tors with energy, �hxm, strength, rm, damping constraint, cm,

and frequency, xm. In Eq. (1), Lorentz part representing the

plasmonic resonance plays a role in the visible regime, while

the Drude part represents free carrier localization and cannot

be neglected at the high frequency regime.17,19,23 The dielec-

tric function of model MWCNT using M¼ 7 shows a good

fit with experimental data.8 These model parameters were

used to define the MWCNT dielectric constant for the optical

and infrared (IR) regimes.19

A 2D geometry was computed for the simulation sim-

plicity, and the electric field was invariant along the z-axis of

CNTs. The heights of CNTs were several times larger and

their widths were smaller than the operating wavelength.

This ensured high optical contrast between the CNTs and

dielectric matrix; therefore, periodic arrangement of CNTs

would act as wire-metamaterials and their property would

depend on plasmonic resonance.17 The wavelength depend-

ent dielectric constant of the MWCNT was modeled within

the optical and IR regime with Drude–Lorentz model, and

incorporated in the simulation with the polynomial curve

fitting, E?ðxÞ ¼ ReðE?ðxÞÞ þ ImðE?ðxÞÞ � j, where

ReðE?ðxÞÞ and ImðE?ðxÞÞ represent real and imaginary

parts of the polynomial. The coefficients of the polynomials

were used as variables in COMSOL Multiphysics software.

The real and imaginary parts of the MWCNT dielectric

constants were incorporated into the simulation as a function

of the frequency.19 COMSOL Multiphysics is based on the

finite element method (FEM).24–26 The scattering boundary

conditions were used to contain the MWCNTs in a square

geometry, and continuity boundary condition was used for

the MWCNTs.18 The computational area was meshed by the

triangular domain elements and maximum element size was

k/5. The minimum number of degrees of freedom was

30 331 with a solution time of 322.896 s. Convergence test

was carried out to optimize computational mesh size (k=5) to

improve the simulation accuracy.27,28

The microcavity was modeled by the periodic arrange-

ment (spacing a¼ 400 nm and radius R¼ 50 nm) of

MWCNTs with square arrangement (Fig. 1(a)).18 MWCNTs

were arranged as a square block (m� n matrix arrays) with-

out a central MWCNT that acted as a resonant cavity. Three

rows and columns with different MWCNT dimensions (1st,

3rd, and 2nd rows having radius R and R1, respectively)

were designed to have periodic spacing (a) between nano-

tubes. The spacing and radius between the MWCNTs were

a ¼ 400 nm and R¼R1¼ 45 nm, which provided the cavity

an 800 nm wide base.

The transmission spectrum showed narrow-band reso-

nant modes at 685 nm (k1) (Fig. 1(b)). Another narrow-band

resonance was found at 450 nm (k2). A low-intensity peak

was also observed at 150 nm (k2), but it did not resonate the

cavity. The resonance of the cavity depended on the band-

gap effect of periodic MWCNTs. Strong resonance fre-

quency of the cavity was comparable to cavity size.18 In this

configuration, MWCNT-cavity showed a Q factor of �172.

The Q factor of the MWCNT cavity depends on the band-

width of the resonance peak

Q factor ¼ fres

DfFWHM
; (2)

where fres is the resonance frequency of the cavity and

DfFWHM is the full-width at half-maximum bandwidth at res-

onance frequency. Decreasing the cavity spacing of periodic

MWCNT arrangement would increase resonance bandwidth

and decrease the Q-factor. The narrow-band resonance was

achieved due to large cavity size (Fig. 1(a)). Based on the

demonstrated model that predicted the resonance properties

and transmission spectra, the structure of microcavity can be

optimized for high Q factors and desired resonance

frequencies.

III. OPTIMIZATION OF MWCNT MICROCAVITY

MWCNT cavities behave like a Fabry–Perot cavity, and

their resonance mode depends on the geometry and dimen-

sion. Therefore, an analysis has been performed to under-

stand the dependency of the resonance mode on nanotube

radius (R and R1), spacing (a), or cavity size. CNT radius in
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the first and third cavity rows was termed as R, while the

CNT radius in the second (middle) row was termed as R1.

A. Nanotube geometry optimization

As the radii of MWCNTs (R¼R1) were increased, the

resonance peak shifted to shorter wavelengths (Fig. 2(a)).

The resonance peak, which was originally at 735 nm for

R¼R1¼ 30 nm, shifted to 700 and 665 nm when R¼R1 was

increased from 42 to 50 nm, respectively. This resonance

shift was due to the increase in fill-factor depending on ra-

dius increase, which reduced the empty space within the cav-

ity. As the radii of MWCNTs were increased (R¼R1), the

resonance peak shifted to shorter wavelengths (Figs. 2(a) and

2(b)), which could be due to the intensity distribution for the

extra side lobes (small resonance peaks). The number of side

lobes was increased as the radius increased. Hence, the inten-

sity and band of the resonance peak depended on the radii of

MWCNTs. Similar results were also found with MWCNT

radii change in the second rows (R1) of square MWCNT cav-

ity, as the radii of the first and third rows were kept constant

(R¼ 50 nm) (Figs. 2(c) and 2(d)).

With increasing radius, main peaks shifted to shorter

wavelengths, but side lobe peaks remained in the same posi-

tions and their intensity decreased (inset in Fig. 2(c)). This

phenomenon can be seen from the side lobes. In both cases,

FIG. 1. FEM model of MWCNT

microcavity arrays. (a) The geometry

of a microcavity designed with periodic

square arrangement. (b) Normalized

transmission intensity of the microcav-

ity shown in (a). The inset shows reso-

nance wavelength and Q factor.

FIG. 2. Optimization of MWCNT

microcavities. (a) Normalized trans-

mission intensity as a function of nano-

tube radius (R¼R1). The inset shows

the magnified peaks. (b) The linear fit

curve for the resonance peak shift and

the Q factor as a function of nanotube

radius (R¼R1). Inset shows the reso-

nance wavelength blue shift and band-

width increases as the radius increases.

(c) Normalized transmission intensity

with varying nanotube radius (R1) with

constant R. The inset shows the magni-

fied peaks. (d) The linear fit curve for

the resonance peak shift and the Q fac-

tor as a function of nanotube radius

(R¼ 50 nm, R1 increases). Inset shows

the resonance wavelength blue shift

and bandwidth increases as the radius

increases.
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the resonance frequency of the microcavity shifted to the

shorter wavelengths as the MWCNT radii was increased.

This is due to the filling factor increase, as MWCNTs radius

increased and decreased in empty space within the cavity.18

Similarly, the Q-factor values decreased as the radius was

increased. Therefore, a small radius of MWCNTs is desired

for higher wavelength shift and narrow-band peaks, but this

is a trade-off between fabrication complexity and quality.

B. Cavity size optimization

A microcavity was designed with MWCNT spacing of

a ¼ 400 nm, and the lattice constant was varied to expand or

contract the microcavity internal size, L¼ a. Peak resonance

shifted to longer wavelengths with expanding lattice spacing

or increasing cavity size. The resonance peaks were origi-

nally at 350 nm and 595 nm for a ¼ 400 nm. These peaks

shifted to 425 nm and 730 nm for a ¼ 420 nm; and shifted to

460 nm and 795 nm for a ¼ 450 nm, respectively (Fig. 3(a)).

Figure 3(b) shows microcavities at their resonance modes.

For a ¼ 450 nm, more resonance modes were observed due

to having more spacing within the cavity. However, a

narrow-band resonance was observed for a ¼ 400 and

420 nm MWCNT cavity. A higher Q factor (�171)

was found for a ¼ 400 nm cavity size, even their FWHM

bandwidth was almost the same (�4 nm) due to high reso-

nance value (kres� 685 nm). For large cavity sizes, such as

a ¼ 450 nm, longer resonance values were found, but Q-

factor value remained small due to broader FWHM

bandwidth.

The red shift of the resonance peak was found with

expanding lattice spacing (L). This can be attributed to the

decrease in fill factor due to increasing CNT lattice spacing

(L). For lower cavity sizes, lower resonance intensities were

observed, which could be due to the intensity distribution to

the side lobes at smaller resonance wavelengths. The number

of resonant modes was increased due to enlarged spacing

within the cavity. Moreover, by varying the cavity size, the

resonance frequency and Q-factor could be tuned.18

IV. SERIES AND PARALLEL MWCNT MICROCAVITIES

MWCNT cavities were arranged in series and parallel

configurations with respect to the input light for analyzing

resonance peaks. MWCNT radius and cavity spacing were

configured to act as series (1� 2 and 1� 3) or parallel (2� 1

FIG. 3. Lattice spacing optimization of

MWCNT microcavities. (a) Normalized

transmission intensity through square

microcavity configuration as a function

of variation in nanotube spacing

(L¼ a). (b) Magnified microcavities at

their resonance modes for the peaks

shown in (a).
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and 3� 1) resonators. Figure 4 shows the peaks of the series

resonators and parallel resonator with optimized parameters

(1st resonator, R¼ 50 nm, R1¼ 40 nm and 2nd resonator,

R¼ 40 nm and R1¼ 30 nm; cavity separation 2 a(800 nm)).

Resonance frequency shifted to longer wavelengths as the

number of cavities was increased. The resonance maxima

were at 570 nm for a 1� 2 series resonator, and this peak

shifted to 680 nm for a 1� 3 series resonator (Fig. 4(a)).

Figure 4(c) shows the resonance modes for series microcav-

ities. The number of resonance peaks also increased with

higher order resonator having narrow-band resonance peaks.

Therefore, Q factor value (�155) for 1� 3 array was 1.5

times higher than 1� 2 resonators. Additionally, the band-

width of the peaks also increased with cavity separation.

Parallel configuration of the microcavities also showed

narrow-band resonance peaks. The resonance peaks were at

660 and 830 nm for 2� 1 and 3� 1 configurations, respec-

tively (Fig. 4(b)), and lower resonance peaks also existed for

higher orders (3� 1) analogous to series resonators but in-

tensity was lower. Figure 4(d) shows the resonance modes

for parallel microcavities. As the number of parallel resona-

tors increased, the resonance peaks become narrower and

shifted to longer wavelengths. This optical phenomenon was

found in both series and parallel resonators. The Q factor

values also increased for the parallel microcavity at higher

orders due to narrow-band peaks at longer resonance wave-

lengths. The Q-factor (�150) of 3� 1 parallel resonator was

1.7 times higher than 2� 1 configuration. Compared with

the series resonators, parallel resonators have resonance

peaks at longer wavelengths.

Further analyses have been performed to use MWCNT

series and parallel configurations for tunable wavelength fil-

tering. Figure 5(a) shows a 2� 1 parallel MWCNT cavity

arrangement for wavelength filtering at low loss communica-

tion windows. MWCNT radii for the 1st and 3rd rows were

assigned as R¼ 50 nm for upper and lower cavities.

MWCNT radii of 2nd row, R1 (50 nm), for lower cavity was

kept constant but R1 for upper cavity was varied from 30, 50,

to 60 nm to filter light at 1335, 810, and 1558 nm,

respectively.

Figure 5(c) shows the resonance modes for the low loss

communication windows. MWCNT radius and lattice spac-

ing were optimized to filter light at low loss communication

windows with a single parallel MWCNT microcavity (Fig.

5(b)). For k� 1400 nm, lower cavity resonance was at

1558 nm; for 850 nm� k� 1400 nm, upper cavity resonance

was at 1336 nm; and for k� 450 nm, upper and lower cavity

partial resonance occurred at 840 nm.

V. DISCUSSION

Our computational modeling of periodic MWCNT sug-

gested that narrow-band resonance with improved Q-factor

could be realized with series and parallel MWCNT micro-

cavity arrays. The parallel MWCNT array showed tunable

FIG. 4. Series and parallel MWCNT microcavities. Normalized transmission intensity in (a) series (1� 2 and 1� 3) and (b) parallel (2� 1 and 3� 1) resonator

configurations. (c) Series and (d) parallel microcavities at their resonance modes for the peaks shown in (a) and (b).
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filtering in the loss communication windows. Wavelength

tunability and number of resonance modes strongly

depended on the number of microcavities in the arrays.

Increase in the number cavities enhanced the resonant modes

and produced highly intense resonance at longer wave-

lengths. Computational modeling has been reported for peri-

odic MWCNT arrays to show waveguide effect and filtering

at 850 and 1550 nm windows.17 An analogous effect and fil-

tering wavelengths in these communication windows of the

MWCNTs were also found from the present simulated model

(Fig. 1(b) and 5). These computationally optimized

MWCNT microcavities can be fabricated with PECVD

method, including the in-plane Si optical waveguides.29–31

The light can be coupled through input port of these in-plane

Si waveguides, and spectral measurements can be performed

at the output port. This in-plane spectral measurements may

provide measurements of the resonant modes of the

MWCNT microcavities.18 Fabricated microcavities can be

spectrally characterized for angle-resolved reflection mea-

surement.18 Additionally, the diffraction properties of the

fabricated device can be predicted from far-field pattern

using First Fourier Transform (FFT).32 These cavities may

be mass produced by using the commercially feasible techni-

ques such as photolithography for patterning and CVD for

growth. However, the minimum nanotube radius may be

larger than 100 nm, which will red shift the resonances.

VI. CONCLUSION

We have demonstrated periodic MWCNT arrangements

for creating microcavities with promising Q factors.

MWCNT microcavities had numerous resonant modes from

ultraviolet to near-infrared range, analogous to optical nano-

antennas. The resonance frequencies and Q factors of the

microcavities were controlled by changing MWCNT radius

and cavity size. The computational model predicted reso-

nance modes and Q factor values that allowed designing

arrays with desired transmission spectra. Series and parallel

MWCNT microcavity arrangement showed resonance modes

that increased with cavity order. Parallel microcavities were

arranged for the tunable low loss communication filter,

which could be coupled with a light emitting diode (LED)

source. The modeled parallel MWCNT microcavities acted

as a tunable filter and showed resonance at low loss commu-

nication windows for broadband white light. We anticipate

that square MWCNT microcavities may find applications in

tunable filters, optical modulators, switches, and photonic

integrated circuits.
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